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Abstract

Following Rosner [hep-ph/0312269], we considerB-decay production channels for the exoticI = 0 andI = 3/2 pentaquarks
that have been recently reported. We also discuss new search channels for isovector pentaquarks, such as theΘ∗++(s̄duuu),
that are generically present in chiral soliton models but were not observed in recent experiments. Furthermore, we a
weak decays of charmed baryons, such as theΛ+

c andΞ0
c , provide another clean way of detecting exotic baryons made of

quarks only. We also discuss discovery channels for charmed pentaquarks, such as the isosingletΘ0
c (c̄udud), in weak decays

of bottom mesons and baryons. Finally, we discuss prospects for inclusive production of pentaquarks ine+e− collisions, with
associated production of particles carrying the opposite baryon number.
 2004 Published by Elsevier B.V.Open access under CC BY license.
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1. Introduction

Recently a great deal of experimental and theo
ical activity has been dedicated to exotic pentaqu
baryons. This activity was sparked by observati
of a narrowS = 1 baryon resonance with a mass
1540 MeV [1–8]. At present the spin, parity and ma
netic moment of this state have not been determin
some groups, e.g., the SAPHIR Collaboration [4], fi
that the isospin of theΘ+ is zero. Such a state appea
naturally in the rigid rotator approach to the 3-flav
Skyrme model [9–12]1 or in diquark models [21–23]

E-mail address: klebanov@princeton.edu (I.R. Klebanov).
1 The rigid rotator Skyrmion [13] approach to non-exo

baryons is usually justified in the limit of largeNc , whereNc is the
number of colors [14,15]. However, the rigid rotator approach to
exotic baryons cannot be justified by largeNc reasoning [16–20]
0370-2693 2004 Published by Elsevier B.V.
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Both of these approaches produce exotic baryon
the 10 of SU(3), with positive parity. In the diquark
model the10 mixes strongly with another exotic mu
tiplet, 8 [22,23]; in the chiral soliton model there
also an8 of excited baryons coming from the breathi
modes of the Skyrmion, and there is also some mix
between the10 and the8 [24]. Therefore, theSU(3)

rigid rotator Skyrme model and the diquark mod
give low-lying pentaquark spectra that are rather s
ilar, although they may be different quantitatively.
particular, both approaches predict the existence
an I = 3/2 multiplet of exotics, which are the low

A study of kaon resonances neara Skyrmion, which is a better ap
proach to the exotics for largeNc , shows that a state with the qua
tum numbers ofΘ+ does not appear for conventional values
model parameters [19]. However, such a state can be made t
pear by large changes in the parameters.
nse.
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est strangeness (S = −2) members of the antidecu
plet.

Quite recently, an experimental boost to these id
came from the NA49 Collaboration which report
observation of a manifestly exotic member of th
quartet,Ξ−−

3/2 (ssddū) [25]. For analysis of the theo
retical situation in light of this new result, see [23,2
In spite of the report from NA49, more experime
tal and theoretical work is clearly needed. The exp
iments carried out so far are rather difficult, and c
needs to be exercised in interpreting the data (see
instance, [27,28]). A surprising feature of the expe
mental results is that the ratio of theΘ+ production
cross-section to that ofΛ(1520) is found to be very
high, in the range of 30–50% (however, the expe
mental consistency of a ratio this high was questio
in [28]). Theoretically, the production cross-section
a 5-quark state is expected to be roughlyO(1%) of
that for a 3-quark state.2

A further question concerns parity of the pe
taquarks. While early quark model approaches pre
negative parity (see, for example, [29–32]), it was la
pointed out that wave functions with positive par
are energetically preferred for certain model inter
tions [33]. Soliton and diquark models predict posit
parity, while some recent lattice studies instead s
gest negative parity [34,35].

The unexpectedly small width of the pentaqua
resonances is also a puzzle. Measurements of
width have been largely limited by the experimen
resolution. Careful analysis of some experiments in
cates a width as small as 1 MeV [36–40]. This po
a challenge for all presently available theoretical m
els, although there are some ideas on why the w
is considerably smaller than a typicalO(100) MeV
width expected of a strongly interacting state t
much above threshold [12,41–45].

Another important question concerns pentaqua
with I = 1 andI = 2. On general grounds, if the iso
inglet s̄udud pentaquark has been found, then one s
pects that thēsuduu and s̄uuuu may be discovered
as well, with somewhat higher masses. In chiral s
ton models one indeed finds that the existence of
I = 1 andI = 2 pentaquarks is tied to the existen
of theI = 0 one [18,19,46,47]. In theSU(3) rigid ro-

2 We thank G. Farrar for pointing this out to us.
tator model theI = 1 and I = 2 exotics belong to
the 27 and the35, respectively. Their origin is mor
general, however: all that is needed to construct
otic states of higher isospin is anSU(2) collective co-
ordinate [19] whose existence can be argued on la
Nc grounds [18]. In the simplest diquark model, whe
all diquarks are assumed to be antisymmetric in co
spin and flavor, such states are absent [22,23]. If, h
ever, one also assumes the presence of quark
symmetric in flavor (pairs of quarks with such qua
tum numbers are present in decuplet baryons), t
the I = 1 pentaquark states ofJ = 3/2 andJ = 1/2
appear, just as in the chiral soliton models, and
store agreement with largeNc considerations. The
I = 1 states are typically predicted to lie in the ran
1600–1680 MeV [18,19,46,47] and should be su
ciently narrow to be observable. The highest cha
member of this multiplet,Θ∗++, should be observ
able through decay intopK+. There is no evidence fo
such a resonance in availablepK+ scattering data [37
48]; recent photoproduction experiments also did
find evidence for this state [3,4,49]. In this Letter w
propose further searches forΘ∗++.

Beyond the pentaquarks made of the light flavor
is important to search for heavy flavored pentaqua
such as theΘ0

c (c̄udud). A natural description of suc
objects in chiral soliton models is provided by t
bound state approach [50] where they are descr
by bound states or resonances of flavored mesons
solitons. In this approach the exotic baryons are
tinguished from the conventional ones by the We
Zumino term, which attractsD mesons, but repels̄D
mesons. Heavy quark symmetry was incorporated
the bound state approach in [51]. As the mass of
meson increases, so does the tendency to bind,
the Θ0

c is typically predicted to lie below thēDN

threshold [52] (see also [19,53,54]). The bottom
vored pentaquark,Θ+

b (b̄udud), is even more likely to
be bound.3 In the quark model approaches of [22,3
the heavy flavored pentaquarks are also predicted t
bound (in [22] theΘ0

c is estimated to lie∼ 100 MeV
below the D̄N threshold, in rough agreement wi
bound state approach estimates [52]).

3 However, the effective Lagrangian for heavy mesons ne
Skyrmion is not known precisely; appreciable changes of para
ters can make heavy flavored pentaquarks unbound.
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If the Θ0
c lies below the threshold, then it ha

only weak decay modes, such asΘ0
c → pK0π−.

If, however, it lies above the threshold, as predic
by other models [55,56], then it should appear a
narrow D−p resonance. One should keep in mi
that some earlier charmed pentaquark searches,
as the Fermilab E791 searches forc̄suud through
its weak decays intoφπ−p or K∗0K−p, were not
successful [57].

Clearly, further experimental input on pentaqua
is crucial at this point. It is important to find pen
taquark production mechanisms that give clean
unambiguous signatures. One possibility first sug-
gested by Rosner [58] is to search for pentaquark
using baryonicB decays.4 AlthoughB decays into a
baryon and antibaryon typically have branching rat
< 10−4, the large numbers of events accumulated
the B-factories offer excellent opportunities for pe
taquark detection that are distinct from photoprod
tion or kaon scattering that have been used so
In this Letter we make further suggestions along
lines of [58], and also propose other production me
anisms involving decays of heavy flavored baryo
Since the experimental detection of charged parti
is typically easier than that of neutral particles, we w
focus on signatures that do not require the detectio
an antineutron (or neutron)and that lead to final state
with charged particles only.

2. Pentaquarks in B decays

One of the suggestions in [58] is thatΘ+(1540)

may be observable through the decay sequences

(2.1)B0 → Θ+p̄ → pp̄K0,

(2.2)B̄0 → Θ̄−p → pp̄K̄0.

In practice one observesKS instead of K0. The
existence of theΘ+ and its antiparticle may b
confirmed either by examining both thepKS and
p̄KS invariant mass combinations or by using flav
tagging. TheΘ+ pentaquark can also appear in a we
decay of the meson̄B0

s , which consists ofbs̄ quarks. If

4 For other recent pentaquark search proposals see, for e
ple, [59–61].
h

theb quark decays weakly intoduū then we may find

(2.3)B̄0
s → Θ+p̄ → pp̄K0.

Similarly, one can search for theI = 1, I3 = 1
pentaquarkΘ∗++ in the decay

(2.4)B+ → Θ∗++p̄ → pp̄K+

by examining thepK+ invariant mass. Another poss
bility is

(2.5)B0 → Θ∗++p̄π− → pp̄K+π−,

where again we should examine thepK+ invariant
mass. On the other hand, examination of thep̄K+
invariant mass should reveal a peak correspon
to the antiparticle ofΛ(1520), which provides a
useful normalization. The first of these modes see
most promising as far as statistics are concern
For example, Belle finds 96.4+11.2

−10.5 pp̄K+/78 fb−1

versus 11.3+4.1
−3.4 pp̄KS/78 fb−1 [62]. Belle also finds

14.5+4.6
−4.0 pp̄K∗+/78 fb−1 whereK∗+ → KSπ+ [62].

However, searches for peaks in thepK spectra are
not reported in [62]. The final statepp̄KSπ+ is one
suggested by Rosner. This final state is flavor-spe
(allowing one to distinguishpKS andpK̄S ); however,
the signal to background is marginal.

To produce theI = 0 charmed pentaquarkΘ0
c in

a B-decay, there are modes involving the domin
weak process̄b → c̄ud̄ [58]:

(2.6)B+ → Θ0
c ∆̄+,

(2.7)B0 → Θ0
c p̄π+.

If the Θc is below theD̄N threshold, then it will
decay weakly intopK0π−. Otherwise, it will decay
strongly intoD̄0n or D−p. Since CLEO reported
large signal forB0 → D∗−pp̄π+ (32.3± 6.0 events/
9.1 fb−1) [65], we should expect a large signal f
B0 → D−pp̄π+ as well. This mode can be used
search forD−p resonances.

Just like theΘ+, the charmed pentaquark may ha
counterparts withI = 1 andI = 2. The antiparticle of
a member of theI = 1 multiplet,Θ∗+

c (c̄uuud), may
be produced through

(2.8)B̄0 → Θ̄∗−
c p → D0p̄p,

where we assumed that it lies above theDN threshold.
This decay mode has been observed (Belle find∼
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6].

of
92± 11.5 D0pp̄/29 fb−1 and ∼ 19± 5 D∗0pp̄/29
fb−1) [63], and now the spectrum of invariant mass
p̄D0 needs to be analyzed.

One may also try to observe pentaquarks contain
a c̄ quark and ans-quark. It is natural to suppos
that the lightest such states are theΘ0

cs (c̄sudu) and
Θ−

cs (c̄sddu), which form anI = 1/2 doublet [32,33].
They could be produced, for example, in decays
B0

s (b̄s):

(2.9)B0
s → Θ0

cs p̄π+,

(2.10)B0
s → Θ−

cs∆̄
+.

In the Skyrme model, such states could emerge
bound states or resonances ofD−

s near a Skyrmion. If
these states are above theDsN threshold of≈ 2910
MeV, then they could be detected through stro
decays, such asΘ0

cs → D−
s p, Θ0

cs → D−Σ+, and
Θ−

cs → D̄0Σ−. Otherwise only their weak decay
are allowed (however, earlier searches for such st
through weak decays have not been successful [57

3. Pentaquarks in baryon decays

Another promising way of producing pentaquar
is through weak decays of heavy flavored baryo
Consider, for example, Cabibbo suppressed de
of the Λ+

c (cud). If instead of the dominant mod
c → sud̄ we consider Cabibbo suppressed modes
proceed throughc → sus̄, then we find the following
possible decay modes where only one additionalqq̄

pair is produced:

(3.1)Λ+
c → Θ+K̄0 → pK0K̄0,

(3.2)Λ+
c → Θ∗++K− → pK+K−.

Belle published a signal forΛc → pK+K− with
676± 89 events/78 fb−1 [64]. No signal was shown
for Λc → pKSK̄S . Rough scaling leads one to expe
O(90− 100) pKSK̄S events/78 fb−1. The signal to
background should be excellent.

Another good opportunity is provided by deca
of Ξ+

c (csu) andΞ0
c (csd). Using the dominant mod

c → sud̄ , we may have

(3.3)Ξ0
c → Ξ−−

3/2 π+π+ → Ξ−π−π+π+.

This is a large mode, and a sample of eventsΞ0
c →
Ξ−π−π+π+ was already obtained by Belle for th
study of excitedΞ∗

c . This, or another possible mode

(3.4)Ξ0
c → Ξ−−

3/2 π+π+ → Σ−K−π+π+,

provide good opportunities to confirm the disco
ery [25] of theΞ−−

3/2 (1860).
It is interesting that the same events could be u

to search for another manifestly exotic member of
I = 3/2 quartet,Ξ+

3/2(ssuud̄), which is a state not ye
observed by NA49 [25]. Indeed, the following dec
sequence is available:

(3.5)Ξ0
c → Ξ+

3/2π
− → Ξ−π−π+π+,

and Ξ+
3/2 could appear as a peak in the distributi

of the invariant mass ofΞ−π+π+. Another possible
decay sequence is

(3.6)Ξ0
c → Ξ+

3/2π
− → Σ+K̄0π−,

but it is not reported as “seen” by the PDG [6
Perhaps it is also possible to observe

(3.7)Ξ0
c → Ξ+

3/2π
− → Ξ0π+π− → Λπ0π+π−,

where theΞ0 decays weakly intoΛπ0.
Charm pentaquarks, such as theΘ0

c may be pro-
duced in weak decays of theΛb(bud). Using a
Cabibbo suppressed modeb → cdc̄, we may find

(3.8)Λb → Θ0
c D0

or

(3.9)Λb → Θ∗−
c D+,

whereΘ∗−
c (c̄uddd) is theI = 1, I3 = −1 state. Using

instead the dominant modeb → csc̄, we may find,
e.g.,

(3.10)Λb → Θ0
csD

0,

or

(3.11)Λb → Θ−
csD

+.

4. Pentaquarks in quarkonium decays or in e+e−
continuum production

As suggested in [58], another possible way
observing theΘ+ is through the inclusive reaction

(4.1)J/ψ → Θ+ + X.
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However, there is little phase space available si
m(J/ψ) ≈ 3097 MeV, while the minimum mass ofX

is mN + mK ≈ 1435 MeV. It may be better to stud
instead excited charmonium states, such as theψ(2S)

whose mass is 3686 MeV. Millions of its decays ha
been observed at BES. The typical branching frac
for a ψ(2S) decay to a baryon–antibaryon pair
O(10−4) [66], thus perhaps it is possible to obser
the decay

(4.2)ψ(2S) → Θ+ + X → pK0 + X.

Similar events could be expected in the decay ofbb̄

mesons, such as theΥ (1S) (millions of its decays have
been recorded by CLEO [67]). It is heavy enough t
it can decay into charmed pentaquarks. For example
one could carry out an inclusive search for events
the type

(4.3)Υ (1S) → Θ0
c + X → pD− + X.

Even if theΘ0
c is slightly below theDN threshold,

there could be some indication for it from apD−
spectrum rising toward the threshold. Otherwise,
decay sequence is

(4.4)Υ (1S) → Θ0
c + X → pK0π− + X.

Finally we mention perhaps the most obvious w
of producing pentaquarks: throughe+e− → qq̄ with
subsequent production of four light quark–antiqu
pairs during fragmentation (this was briefly discuss
in [68]). While this method is possible off any res
nance, a particularly convenient data set involves
vast number ofe+e− → qq̄ events accumulated b
theB-factories at theΥ (4S) resonance. This metho
seems particularly well-suited for production of pe
taquarks containing āc quark, such as in the inclusiv
reactions

(4.5)e+e− → Θ0
c + X → pD− + X,

if the Θ0
c is above theD̄N threshold, or

(4.6)e+e− → Θ0
c + X → pK0π− + X,

if the Θ0
c is below theD̄N threshold. In these case

due to the hard fragmentation of the charm qua
one can apply a tight momentum requirement, e
p∗

P > 2.5 GeV, (wherep∗
P is the momentum of the

pentaquark candidate in the center of mass frame
reduce backgrounds in the search.
5. Conclusion

There is strong motivation to search for the pe
taquarks in decays of heavy hadrons or ine+e− col-
lisions, as suggested in [58,68] and in this Let
Possible signatures are given in Tables 1, 2, an
Besides confirming the existence of the pentaqua
these methods promise a precise determination of
widths and quantum numbers (spin and parity). Ba
on experience so far, their widths are expected to
narrow, much less than the 100 MeV width that o
might naively expect for a strongly decaying res
nance. Some heavy flavored pentaquarks may e
have weak lifetimes.

One uncertainty for allsearches is the lack o
a good understanding of the pentaquark produc

Table 1
Pentaquark signatures inB meson decay

Pentaquark Mode Experimental signature

Θ+(1540) B0 → pp̄KS M(pKS)

Θ+(1540) B+ → pp̄KSπ+ M(pKS)

Θ∗++ B+ → pp̄K+ M(pK+)

Θ∗++ B0 → pp̄K+π− M(pK+)

Θ0
c B0 → D−pp̄π+ M(D−p)

Θ̄∗−
c B̄0 → D0p̄p M(D0p̄)

Table 2
Pentaquark signatures in charmed baryon decay

Pentaquark Mode Experimental signature

Θ+(1540) Λ+
c → pKSK̄S M(pKS)

Θ∗++ Λ+
c → pK+K− M(pK+)

Ξ−−
3/2 (1860) Ξ0

c → Ξ−π−π+π+ M(Ξ−π−)

Ξ−−
3/2 (1860) Ξ0

c → Σ−K−π+π+ M(Σ−K−)

Ξ+
3/2 Ξ0

c → Ξ−π−π+π+ M(Ξ−π+π+)

Ξ
+
3/2 Ξ0

c → Σ+K̄Sπ− M(Σ+K̄S)

Table 3
Pentaquark signatures inB0

s andΛb decay

Pentaquark Mode Experimental signature

Θ+(1540) B̄0
s → pp̄KS M(pKS)

Θ0
cs B0

s → D−
s pp̄π+ M(D−

s p)

Θ0
c Λb → D−pD0 M(D−p)

Θ0
cs Λb → D

−
s pD0 M(D

−
s p)

Θ−
cs Λb → D̄0Σ−D+ M(D̄0Σ−)
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cross-sections. Cross-sections for known non-ex
resonances, such as theΛ(1520), should be measure
first for calibration. One then expects pentaqu
cross-sections to be at least of order a percen
that.
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